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Dynamic Mechanical Analysis: A Practical Introduction, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008
Praise for the first edition  

 The author of this book has taught many short courses on DMA and this shows in his book…This reviewer found the last chapter, on the section on the application of DMA to real problems to be very useful… quite useful to someone who is just beginning to do thermal methods and wants to...
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CompTIA Security+ 2008 In DepthCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Security continues to be the number-one concern of computer professionals today, and with good reason. Consider the evidence: as many as 150 million computers worldwide may be remotely controlled by attackers. Over 94 million credit and debit cards were compromised in one data security breach, with losses totaling over $140 million. On average,...
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Taking Your iPad to the Max (Technology in Action)Apress, 2010

	It looks different. It acts different. There’s no right way to hold it. It responds to the touch of your fingertips. It’s the Internet in your lap. It connects to the world, yet it is as personal as a well-worn book.

	

	Taking Your iPad to the Max is written so that anyone, from a computer- savvy teenager to...
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The Verilog® Hardware Description LanguageSpringer, 2002

	The Verilog language is a hardware description language that provides a means of specifying a digital system at a wide range of levels of abstraction. The language supports the early conceptual stages of design with its behavioral level of abstraction, and the later implementation stages with its structural abstractions. The language includes...
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Joomla! Mobile Development Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Joomla! is one of the most popular open source Content Management Systems, actively developed and supported by a world-wide user community. Although it's a fun and

	feature-rich tool, it can be challenging to get beyond the basics with Joomla! and build a mobile website that meets your needs perfectly. Using this book you can create...
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Monitoring Exchange Server 2007 with System Center Operations ManagerSybex, 2009

	System Center Operations Manager 2007 is the new version of Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 and offers valuable new advantages for improving the manageability of Microsoft servers and applications. With this book, you’ll get high-level instruction for using Microsoft’s powerful server administration tool to manage Exchange...
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Practical Guide to Project Planning (ESI International Project Management Series)Auerbach Publications, 2007

	Practical Guide to Project Planning is filled with project documents and templates ready to use for planning and managing project. It explains project analysis and modeling techniques so these documents and templates can be used for effective project management. In addition, the book is also a guide to best practices that comply with...
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Measurement, Modeling, and Evaluation of Computing Systems and Dependability and Fault ToleranceSpringer, 2012

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 16th International GI/ITG Conference on Measurement, Modeling and Evaluation of Computing Systems and Dependability and Fault Tolerance, MMB & DFT 2012, held in Kaiserslautern, Germany, in March 2012.


	The 16 revised full papers presented together with 5 tool papers and 5...
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Excel 2016 for Marketing Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical Problems (Excel for Statistics)Springer, 2016

	This is the first book to show the capabilities of Microsoft Excel in teaching marketing statistics effectively. It is a step-by-step exercise-driven guide for students and practitioners who need to master Excel to solve practical marketing problems. If understanding statistics isn’t your strongest suit, you are not especially...
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Beginning Java Data Structures and Algorithms: Sharpen your problem solving skills by learning core computer science concepts in a pain-free mannerPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Though your application serves its purpose, it might not be a high performer. Learn techniques to accurately predict code efficiency, easily dismiss inefficient solutions, and improve the performance of your application.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explains in detail different algorithms and data...
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Microformats: Empowering Your Markup for Web 2.0Friends of Ed, 2007
Microformats burst onto the scene a couple of years ago and are fast becoming an essential tool for all professional web designers and developers. Imagine being able to integrate all of your web-based contact details, tagged articles, and geographical information seamlessly in web and desktop applications, without having to add anything extra to...
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Flash MX Savvy (With CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Anticipates your goals and uses professional examples to show you the best ways to attain them. Hands-on tutorials allows you to apply different techniques to projects that will yield useful, real-world results. Softcover. CD-ROM included.       

   This is the first book in our Savvy series, a new line of premium quality, in-depth...
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